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Abstract: Gait abnormalities in older adults are linked to increased risks of falls, institutionalization,
and mortality, necessitating accurate and frequent gait assessments beyond traditional clinical settings.
Current methods, such as pressure-sensitive walkways, often lack the continuous natural environment
monitoring needed to understand an individual’s gait fully during their daily activities. To address
this gap, we present a Lidar-based method capable of unobtrusively and continuously tracking
human leg movements in diverse home-like environments, aiming to match the accuracy of a clinical
reference measurement system. We developed a calibration-free step extraction algorithm based on
mathematical morphology to realize Lidar-based gait analysis. Clinical gait parameters of 45 healthy
individuals were measured using Lidar and reference systems (a pressure-sensitive walkway and a
video recording system). Each participant participated in three predefined ambulation experiments
by walking over the walkway. We observed linear relationships with strong positive correlations
(R2 > 0.9) between the values of the gait parameters (step and stride length, step and stride time,
cadence, and velocity) measured with the Lidar sensors and the pressure-sensitive walkway reference
system. Moreover, the lower and upper 95% confidence intervals of all gait parameters were tight.
The proposed algorithm can accurately derive gait parameters from Lidar data captured in home-like
environments, with a performance not significantly less accurate than clinical reference systems.

Keywords: gait analysis; Lidar; ambient sensors; person tracking; health monitoring

1. Introduction

Gait abnormalities are associated with an increased risk of institutionalization, and af-
fect almost one-third of community-dwelling older adults [1]. Furthermore, difficulties in
gait and balance are associated with an increased risk of falls, which are linked to significant
mortality in older adults [2]. In clinical practice, trained medical professionals commonly
perform gait analysis through observational assessments. Video recordings and sensor
technology may also be employed to enhance the precision and comprehensiveness of the
evaluation. Traditional clinical assessments are conducted sparsely (e.g., once every few
years or after an adverse event such as a fall) and, therefore, represent only a snapshot of
the measured person’s health condition. More frequent measurements, or even continuous
ones, are critical to obtaining a holistic picture of the person’s health status, since there can
be significant inter-daily variability [3]. Additionally, objectivity is crucial in such gait anal-
yses, since observer-based assessments may suffer from biases present in the human rater.
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One of the current reference sensor systems used to analyze gait is the pressure-sensitive
walkway [4], which is limited to straight walks [5] and requires supervision by medical
professionals [6,7]. Thus, there is a need for gait assessments in more natural environments
both in and outside of the clinic, such as the homes of older adults or nursing homes,
with an easy-to-use portable setup to record and analyze natural walking [8].

Another factor underlining the importance of gait assessments at home is the bimodal-
ity of human gait velocity, with one mode used for fast walking and another for slow and
short walks [9]. Gait velocities derived from clinical evaluation settings do not align well
with either mode observed in natural gait. Furthermore, it has been shown that assessments
made in a supervised environment (i.e., at home) differ from clinical assessments due to
the so-called white coat effect [10]. Continuous monitoring of clinical meaningful events in
everyday environments also facilitates the detection of infrequent yet critical events such
as falls and stumbles in older adults [11] or freezing of gait in people with Parkinson’s
disease [12,13]. Comprehensive knowledge about these events, such as their frequencies
and mechanisms, can support medical professionals in the diagnostic and therapeutic
process, and can also improve our understanding of the associated pathologies [14–16].
Consequently, clinical studies increasingly include long-term measurements to capture
natural walking behavior and potential critical events [17–21].

This need can be addressed with either wearable or ambient sensor technologies that
allow a continuous spatiotemporal analysis of locomotion [22,23]. Ambient sensors used
for gait analysis include the previously mentioned pressure-sensitive walkways, as well
as motion capture systems [24,25]. The latter have limited applicability potential in older
adults’ homes due to privacy concerns, physical challenges, and possible occlusion [25].
Wearable sensors, such as inertial measurement units (IMUs), measure the rotation and
acceleration of the body part to which they are attached (e.g., the foot or ankle to measure
gait) but require algorithmic processing to extract gait parameters [26], and compliance
and user acceptance can be challenging [27,28].

There is, therefore, a strong need for an unobtrusive system that can measure gait
precisely in a natural environment. Unobtrusive health monitoring can be defined as “using
ambient sensor technologies to collect human health-related data without introducing any
inconveniences to everyday life” [29]. A promising technology is light detection and
ranging (Lidar), which has been used for object tracking in self-driving cars [30] and, more
recently, for the accurate tracking of people in a natural environment [31,32]. Lidar-based
sensors can cover a whole room without restricting movement, and have been used to
measure gait, both in clinical environments [33,34] and in a home-like environment in a
research apartment [35].

Thus, a natural next step is the application of Lidar technology in the form of a
mobile setup that can be transported to where older adults live and naturally move around,
and that can capture diverse settings and room layouts.

In this work, we describe a robust Lidar-based method to track human legs continu-
ously in different home-like environments. This method can accurately quantify the gait
parameters of people in different rooms while requiring only a minimal initial calibration ef-
fort, making it suitable for long-term measurements in everyday living settings in home-like
environments. We hypothesized that the accuracy of gait parameters of healthy participants
measured with Lidar in a home-like environment is not significantly different from that of
gait parameters measured with the reference system, a pressure-sensitive walkway.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants and Setting

A convenience sample of 45 healthy individuals ranging in age from 22 to 72 years
(mean 34.51 years, standard deviation (SD) 11.43 years) was recruited for this observational,
cross-sectional study. The sample was gender-balanced, encompassing 25 women and
20 men. Participants were eligible for inclusion if they were at least 18 years of age
and exhibited no walking impairments that could affect their regular daily activities.
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The study protocol was explained to each participant verbally, and written informed
consent was obtained prior to participation. Two experiments were conducted: the first over
three weeks (from November to December 2021) in a home-like instrumented apartment,
the NeuroTec Loft, located at the Swiss Institute for Translational and Entrepreneurial
Medicine (Inselspital Bern, Switzerland), measuring 30 individuals, and the second in a
laboratory hallway in an office building (Bern, Switzerland), measuring 15 individuals.

2.2. Experimental Procedure

In the first experiment, each participant undertook three free ambulation exercises by
walking over a pressure-sensitive walkway. Before initiating a measurement, participants
were provided with detailed instructions. To ensure the participants understood the
instructions, they were asked to perform a test run before each ambulation exercise. The free-
walking experiments were recorded twice and conducted at a self-regulated pace, allowing
participants to choose any pace that felt comfortable and natural to them. During the
measurement, participants were asked to traverse the pressure-sensitive walkway without
wearing shoes, eliminating the dampening effect of footwear as a confounding variable.
To reduce further external influences that might have significantly affected the quality of the
measured data, no person other than the subject being measured was in the vicinity of the
sensor devices or walking around. For consistency, the starting position of every recorded
walk was specified at the leftmost end of the pressure-sensitive walkway. Participants were
asked not to leave the active area of the pressure-sensitive walkway at any point during
the measurement to ensure the quality of the recorded data.

In the second experiment, each participant undertook one free ambulation experiment
at a self-regulated pace in the hallway of the laboratory, with a test run before and two
recordings of the ambulation. During the experiment, the participants were requested
to traverse the hallway without wearing their shoes, and starting and ending positions
were specified.

2.3. Data Collection Systems

In the first experiment, three Lidar sensors (UST-20LX-H01, Hokuyo Automatic Co.,
Ltd., Osaka, Japan) and a reference system, namely a pressure-sensitive walkway (GAITRite,
CIR Systems Inc., Clifton, NJ, USA), were installed in the living room of the NeuroTec
Loft. In the second experiment, two Lidar sensors were installed in a laboratory hallway.
The layouts of the two experimental setups are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic view of the room layouts of (a) the NeuroTec Loft and (b) the laboratory hallway,
in which the experiments were carried out. The turquoise color stands for rooms where measurements
took place, the purple star marks the locations of the Lidar sensors, and the dark turquoise color
marks the pressure-sensitive walkway. The Lidar sensors were installed at a height that enabled
tracking of a person’s shins.
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Lidar sensors are based on time-of-flight technology, using a rotating infrared laser to
measure distances. In this study, the sensors performed scans at a rate of 40 Hz, and each
rotation spanned a 270-degree field, achieving an angular resolution of 0.125 degrees.
The sensors were strategically placed at a height of 25 cm to track movements at the shin
level effectively. This height was determined based on half the average sitting knee height of
53.5 cm, which is significantly higher than the average foot clearance of 2 cm ± 1 cm [36,37].
This height aligns with similar studies, in which the Lidar sensors were typically positioned
between 20 cm and 40 cm above the ground [33,35,38,39]. A basic Python client–server
application was developed to read the Lidar samples from the sensors and transfer them
via the network to a database using the sensor recording software system [40].

To measure spatial and temporal gait parameters, a pressure-sensitive walkway was
used as a reference system in the first experiment. The specific pressure-sensitive walkway
model employed had an active measurement length of 4.88 m and a width of 0.61 m.
The data gathered from the system were sampled at a frequency of 80 Hz and analyzed
using the GAITRite software (version 4.89H9). The following gait parameters were obtained
from the analysis: average step time, average cycle time, total ambulation time, cadence
per minute, average velocity, and average step length.

In addition to the pressure-sensitive reference system, a validated set of IMU sensors
(Physilog5, Gait Up, Lausanne, Switzerland) served as the reference system in the second
experiment. Each such sensor was mounted on a participant’s foot, recording its accel-
eration and orientation at 128 Hz. The analysis of gait was conducted using the Gait Up
LAB software (Gait Up, Switzerland), version 1.0.1. The gait metrics derived from these
wearable sensors for assessment included step time, stride time, and cycle time.

2.4. Gait Parameter Computation

The core idea of the proposed algorithm is that a temporally coherent distance mea-
surement can be used to perform motion segmentation and thus track human movements.
Initially, the raw Lidar signals were transformed from polar coordinates (i.e., angles and
distances) to Cartesian coordinates (i.e., positions in a metric coordinate system). The
stages of the Lidar-based gait parameter computation algorithm included sensor alignment,
motion segmentation, leg tracking, and gait analysis (Figure 2).

2.4.1. Sensor Alignment

In the process of aligning the Lidar data, we aimed to make them temporally and
spatially comparable. This involved synchronizing the measurement timestamps to ensure
a uniform sampling rate. We achieved this by resampling the data using linear interpolation.
Based on the assumption that all Lidar sensors operate within the same metric space,
and thus ensuring consistency in sizes and shapes across different sensors, we established
the spatial alignment of the Lidar coordinate systems by employing a rigid transformation
method. The first step in this process was to choose one Lidar sensor as the reference
coordinate system.

Subsequently, we determined a rigid transformation for each of the other sensors in
relation to this reference system. This required identifying two pairs of corresponding
points and solving a linear system of equations. The best point-to-point correspondences
were selected by applying a SIFT feature descriptor to the binary image representation of
the Lidar scans [41]. The final rigid transformations (Equation (A7)) were computed based
on the determined point correspondences and applied to all measured Lidar samples to
achieve spatial alignment. A detailed step-by-step derivation of the rigid transformation
from point correspondences is provided in Appendix B. The resulting aligned Lidar scans
for each timestamp will henceforth be referred to as a frame.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the stages of the Lidar-based leg tracking algorithm developed to analyze
human gait. (a) Raw Lidar signals are transformed from polar coordinates to Cartesian coordinates. (b)
The resulting Lidar frames are aligned by choosing a reference coordinate system (Pillar 1), and then
computing and applying a rigid transformation to the remaining sensors. (c) Motion segmentation is
performed to separate the static background (e.g., props, walls) from the moving object (e.g., the legs
of a walking person). (d) Spatiotemporal clustering is performed for the foreground to distinguish
between the left and right legs. (e) Gait analysis is performed by calculating velocity profiles from the
tracking data.

2.4.2. Motion Segmentation

To distinguish between static features (e.g., furniture, walls) and motion in the mea-
surements, we computed a mask that indicates which measurement location belongs to the
background. This was accomplished using a stochastic approach in which we computed
the average of 200 randomly chosen aligned frames. We enlarged the pixels of the resulting
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average image and removed small holes by applying the morphological closing operator
with a spherical structural element (Figure 3). Every measurement in an aligned frame
underwent the following test: if a measurement intersected the background mask, the mea-
surement was marked as background and otherwise as foreground. It is noteworthy that
the motion segmentation technique does not require an initial static measurement. More
details related to mathematical morphology can be found in Appendix A.

Figure 3. Illustration of the aligned Lidar measurements (brown) and the background mask (dark
green).

2.4.3. Leg Tracking

In this phase, we temporally clustered the previously extracted foreground samples
and identified the leg to which each cluster pertained. Initially, noise in the foreground
data was reduced by relying on an agglomerative hierarchical clustering method [42]. This
approach enabled us to use tailored distance metrics and specify the expected number
of clusters. Based on the assumption that only the person to be measured was moving
during a recording, the number of expected clusters was hard-coded as four (one cluster for
each leg and two to account for any similar noise). To calculate the distances between data
points, we used the Euclidean distance formula. The linkage distance threshold, at which
clusters were no longer merged, was set to 0.3 m to resemble the distance between two legs.
Finally, we discarded any clusters that had fewer than 5 or more than 50 samples. Based on
the number of remaining clusters, the following three scenarios needed to be considered:

1. If exactly two clusters remained, the k-means algorithm was employed to determine
the new centroids of these clusters.

2. If fewer than two clusters remained, this indicated a failure to track one or both legs.
This was addressed by predicting the missing leg’s position by analyzing its location
in preceding frames. This involved calculating the finite difference between a frame
and the one before it, and using these trajectory patterns to estimate the leg’s current
position based on its last known position. These estimated positions were used as the
centroids in the current frame.

3. If more than two clusters remained, clusters in close proximity were merged until a
maximum of two remained. The merging criterion was based on the distance between
their centroids, calculated as the aggregate of all points within each cluster. If the
distance between two centroids was less than or equal to 25 cm (i.e., approximately
the maximum diameter of a leg), they were considered too close and were merged.
After merging, a new centroid for the resulting cluster was calculated.
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The clusters were identified with the left and right legs by analyzing the calculated
centroids. The initial classification was performed by assessing the angle between the
direction vector and the leg position vector, which was anchored to the measured person’s
body center. In successive frames, we assigned the same label to each shin position based
on its proximity to the closest identified shin position from the previous frame.

2.4.4. Gait Analysis

To compute gait parameters, the extracted leg positions were used to calculate velocity
profiles for both legs (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Illustration of the velocity profiles of the tracked legs. The velocity profile of the right leg is
plotted in brown colors, and the velocity profile of the left leg is plotted in blue–green colors. In both
profiles, peaks are marked using star symbols, and steps of the corresponding leg using crosses.

Two median filters were used to remove outliers from the velocity curves. Then,
hard-coded peak detectors were used to find major velocity peaks corresponding to the
swing period of a step, minor velocity peaks corresponding to the bending of the ankle
during the stance phase, and velocity valleys corresponding to near-zero velocities during
the stance phase. Subsequently, the median point of each valley after a major and before
a minor peak was calculated to represent the heel strike. These heel strike events were
used to calculate temporal (step and stride time), spatial (step and stride length), and spa-
tiotemporal (cadence and velocity) gait parameters (Table 1). The spatial coordinates of
steps were extracted by finding the leg positions at the timestamp of the heel strike events.

Table 1. Temporal and spatial gait parameters and how they were computed.

Gait Parameter Computation (per Ambulation)

Step Length (cm) The distance between two consecutive heel strike events of contralateral
legs found by extracting leg position at the time of the two heel strikes

Step Time (s) The time between two consecutive steps of contralateral legs
Stride Length (cm) The distance between two consecutive steps of the same leg
Stride Time (s) The time between two consecutive steps of the same leg
Cadence (1/min) The number of steps per minute
Velocity (cm/s) The distance in centimeters per second

The source code of the Lidar-based gait computation algorithm is freely available on
GitHub, along with detailed documentation and a gait dataset [43].
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2.5. Statistical Analysis

A comprehensive statistical comparison was conducted between the gait parameters
computed using the Lidar-based method and the measurements acquired from the refer-
ence system (i.e., the pressure-sensitive walkway). More specifically, the two measurement
systems were analyzed by comparing gait parameters calculated from different free am-
bulation experiments for the same participant. To establish an adequate comparison, we
confined the statistical analysis to those Lidar measurements that occurred within the time
frame of the pressure-sensitive walkway recordings.

Initially, descriptive statistics of all gait parameters were calculated for the Lidar
sensors and the pressure-sensitive walkway. Scatter plots of the distributions in step lengths
and velocities were qualitatively compared between the two measurement methods.

Subsequently, the significance of the difference between the Lidar and pressure-
sensitive walkway measurements was evaluated by performing paired two-sample t-tests
for all matching gait parameters. We hypothesized that the mean values of matching gait
parameters between the Lidar and pressure-sensitive walkway measurements would not
be significantly different (significance level α = 0.01).

Next, a simple linear regression was applied to the mean values of the gait parameters
from all ambulation experiments to analyze the relationship between the two measurement
systems. The necessity of a linear regression model was validated by performing an F-test.
This test incorporated the residual sum of squares for each paired set of measured and
computed gait parameters. The coefficient of determination, R2, was calculated for each
matching gait parameter to help clarify the accuracy of the linear models. Additional error
metrics, such as the standard error, the mean square error, and the mean difference, were
calculated for all gait parameters. The correlation between the Lidar measurements and
the pressure-sensitive walkway measurements of matching gait parameters was quantified
by computing the Pearson correlation coefficient, denoted by r. To interpret the correlation
results qualitatively, we applied the terminology proposed by Schober et al. [44].

Finally, the measured matching gait parameters were qualitatively examined using
Bland–Altman plots. These plots were used to identify the presence of proportional and
constant biases in the data within the confidence intervals, as well as to determine the
agreements between the matching gait parameters measured using the pressure-sensitive
walkway and the Lidar sensors.

The data assessed in the hallway experiment were reported in the form of descriptive
statistics of the Lidar-based method and the IMUs. This included box plot visualizations of
the measured gait parameters (step time, stride time, and cadence).

3. Results
3.1. Descriptive Analysis of Step Length and Velocity

In this study, a total of 90 ambulation experiments were conducted with 30 participants
(each performed three walks). The proposed Lidar-based method detected the correct
number of performed steps (594).

The distributions of step lengths and velocities show similar characteristics for both
the Lidar and walkway methods (Figure 5). Both attain their highest density in the same
region, which can be seen in the yellow cluster at a step length of 60 cm and a velocity of
100 cm/s. Furthermore, the distributions have similar shapes, with the Lidar distribution
showing a slightly larger spread.
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Figure 5. Distributions of step lengths and velocities across all ambulation experiments for (a) the
pressure-sensitive walkway measurements and (b) the Lidar measurements. To provide a qualitative
comparison between the two, their density and shape are visualized. Colors are used to highlight the
high-density regions.

The mean velocity of ambulation measured by the pressure-sensitive walkways was
107.3 cm/s (SD = 15.8 cm/s), ranging between 64.6 cm/s and 151.3 cm/s, and the mean
velocity measured using Lidar was 107.5 cm/s (SD = 16.1 cm/s), ranging between 65.4 cm/s
and 151.8 cm/s. The mean step length measured with the pressure-sensitive walkway was
61.4 cm (SD = 3.8 cm), ranging between 52.8 cm and 76.8 cm, and the mean step length
measured with Lidar was 61.5 cm (SD = 3.9 cm), ranging between 54.2 cm and 76.9 cm.

3.2. Comparison of Gait Parameters between Lidar Sensors and Pressure-Sensitive Walkway

The results of the paired two-sample t-tests showed that there was no significant
difference between the gait measurements obtained using the pressure-sensitive walkway
and the Lidar sensors (Table 2), except for the stride length. All mean values and standard
deviations were similar between the two methods. The effect size of the analyzed gait
parameters was small (d < 0.2), except for stride length.

Table 2. Paired two-sample t-tests of the gait parameters. The adjusted p-value is in boldface if it
fell at or below α = 0.01. No significant differences were found between the gait measurements on
the pressure-sensitive walkway and the Lidar sensors at the specified significance level, except for
the stride length. The degree of freedom for all tests was 89. Furthermore, the mean and standard
deviation values were comparable across both measurement devices. A small size effect was observed,
as indicated by Cohen’s d statistic.

Gait Parameter
Walkway Lidar

t(90) p d
M SD M SD

Step Length (cm) 61.433 3.769 61.487 3.861 0.570 0.570 0.014
Step Time (s) 0.586 0.090 0.584 0.091 −1.020 0.311 0.020
Stride Length (cm) 121.791 7.607 119.544 7.473 −111.279 <0.01 0.296
Stride Time (s) 1.169 0.180 1.160 0.181 −11.320 0.190 0.048
Velocity (cm/s) 107.289 15.834 107.462 16.141 0.854 0.395 0.011
Cadence (steps/min) 105.210 14.269 105.581 14.397 1.695 0.094 0.026

All gait parameters showed a strong positive correlation between the measurements
assessed with the Lidar sensors and the pressure-sensitive walkway, all with small standard
errors, root-mean-square errors (RMSEs), and mean difference values, except for stride
length (Table 3). The RMSE for stride length was approximately 2.9 cm. All gait parameters
exhibited Pearson correlation coefficients greater than 0.94. Moreover, for all gait parameters
except stride length, the lower and upper 95% confidence intervals were tight.
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Table 3. Pearson correlation statistics of simple linear regression models between Lidar and pressure-
sensitive walkway measurements. The mean differences, the standard error, and the root-mean-
square error were computed between the Lidar and pressure-sensitive walkway measurements for
all gait parameters. The 95% confidence interval for all gait parameters was computed to obtain
a qualitative understanding of the Lidar measurements. Number of walks = 90; CI = confidence
interval; LL = lower limit; UL = upper limit; mean = mean difference between the Lidar and pressure-
sensitive walkway values; RMSE = root-mean-square error; SE = standard error; and r is the Pearson
correlation coefficient.

Gait Parameter r(90) Mean SE RMSE
95% CI

p
LL UL

Step Length (cm) 0.973 0.054 0.024 0.888 −0.13 0.24 <0.001
Step Time (s) 0.983 −0.002 0.020 0.017 −0.01 0.0 <0.001
Stride Length (cm) 0.969 −2.246 0.027 2.928 −2.64 −1.85 <0.001
Stride Time (s) 0.940 −0.009 0.036 0.063 −0.02 0.0 <0.001
Velocity (cm/s) 0.993 0.173 0.012 1.921 −0.23 0.58 <0.001
Cadence (steps/min) 0.990 0.371 0.015 2.100 −0.06 0.81 <0.001

On the basis of the F-statistics, we found significant linear relationships between gait
parameters measured using the Lidar sensors and the pressure-sensitive walkway (Figure 6),
with slopes close to one. All parameters showed a high coefficient of determination (i.e.,
R2 > 0.9).

According to the Bland–Altman plots shown in Figure 7, we observed an agreement
between the gait parameters measured using the pressure-sensitive walkway and the
Lidar sensors.

The step length was between −1.69 cm and 1.80 cm, the step time was between −0.04 s
and 0.03 s, the stride length was between −5.95 cm and 1.46 cm, the stride time was between
−0.13 s and 0.11 s, the velocity was between −3.60 cm/s and 3.94 cm/s, and the cadence
was between −3.70 steps/min and 4.44 steps/min. Additionally, the identified biases
were minimal, highlighting no proportional bias and approximately zero constant bias
(i.e., the difference between 0 and the black mean line was small, and no trend in the data
distribution was seen). The limits of the agreements, encompassing 95% of all differences
between measurements, exhibited acceptable values and only a small number of outliers.
The variability of the difference was consistent and low across different means.
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Figure 6. Linear relationships between gait parameters assessed using the pressure-sensitive walkway
and using the Lidar sensors. For each plot, slope and intercept values of the fitted linear model,
the determination coefficients, R2, and the F-scores are provided.
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Figure 7. Bland–Altman plots demonstrating the agreement between the matching gait parameters
from the Lidar and the pressure-sensitive walkway measurements. The average measurements
from the two methods are plotted on the x-axis, and the differences between them on the y-axis.
No proportional bias and a close-to-zero constant bias were found. The limits of the agreements,
encompassing 95% of all differences between measurements, exhibited acceptable values.

3.3. Comparison between Lidar and Accelerometer Measurements

In total, 15 individuals were measured walking along the laboratory hallway while
wearing two accelerometers. Descriptive statistics of the measurements are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Descriptive statistics of (a) the step time, (b) the stride time, and (c) the cadence measured
with accelerometers and the Lidar-based method. Orange lines represent the median, the box indicates
interquartile ranges, and circles show outliers

The mean step time recorded with the accelerometers was 0.556 s (SD = 0.032 s),
ranging between 0.504 s and 0.622 s, and the mean step time measured with the Lidar was
0.545 s (SD = 0.047 s), ranging between 0.406 s and 0.613 s. The mean stride time from the
accelerometers was 1.112 s (SD = 0.064 s), ranging between 1.007 s and 1.244 s, and the
mean stride time from the Lidar sensors was 1.113 s (SD = 0.059 s), ranging between 1.029 s
and 1.269 s. The mean cadence measured with the accelerometers was 108.723 steps per
minute (SD = 5.752), ranging between 99.733 and 119.477, and the mean cadence value
from the Lidar sensors was 107.915 steps per minute (SD = 6.009), ranging between 97.959
and 119.008.

4. Discussion

In this work, we developed a robust Lidar-based method to track human legs con-
tinuously in different home-like environments. The developed method requires neither
calibration to align its Lidar scans nor static background measurement to distinguish
between foreground and background. In line with the hypothesis, the study provided
evidence showing that the mean values of matching gait parameters derived from the
Lidar-based and pressure-sensitive walkway measurements exhibited no significant differ-
ences.

Overall, we observed linear relationships with strong positive correlations between
the gait parameters (step length, step time, stride length, stride time, velocity, and cadence)
measured with the Lidar sensors and the pressure-sensitive walkway reference system.
The accuracy of the calculated temporal and spatial gait parameters was consistent with
previous studies [26,35,45]. Moreover, the Lidar-based velocity–step length distributions
closely resembled those measured using the pressure-sensitive walkway. As such distri-
butions have been shown to indicate health changes in older adults, this finding suggests
the developed Lidar-based method can serve as an objective digital measurement tool to
detect such health changes [46]. Finally, the agreements between the Lidar sensors and the
pressure-sensitive walkway resulting from the Bland–Altman plots were high, except for
stride length. Nevertheless, the Pearson correlations were very high for all gait parameters,
suggesting that different calculation methods might have led to the discrepancy in stride
length. Also, no proportional bias and a close-to-zero constant bias were found, implying
the absence of a systematic error.

Our method was developed in accordance with the principles outlined in the system-
atic review by Toro et al., with particular emphasis on ensuring validity and repeatability
in gait assessment tools, as well as mitigating biases emerging from subjective elements in
the assessment process [47]. In comparison with gait assessments conducted with wearable
devices like accelerometers, where compliance has often been suboptimal in patients with
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neurodegenerative disease or older adults, our methods offer the advantage of easy instal-
lation without requiring direct interaction with the patient [27,28]. Moreover, determining
step length using accelerometer data is known to be a challenging task [48]. This contrasts
with the more straightforward approach of direct distance measurement techniques, such
as those employed in the Lidar technology used in our method. Regarding the measure-
ment errors, the determined ranges of velocity, step time, and length, and cadence values
were confirmed by referring to findings from the literature [35,49,50]. Therefore, these
results provide evidence that the Lidar-based method extracted gait parameters with high
consistency and reliability. Additionally, Lidar-based gait assessments were shown to be a
reasonable method to measure gait parameters in a clinically acceptable accuracy range.
Notably, an accurate assessment of these results was achieved without intrusive installation
or calibration of the sensing devices. Considering the consistency in the measurements,
the proposed method is promising not only as an ambient technology but also as a reli-
able solution for ongoing home monitoring of older adults [51]. Furthermore, due to the
portable nature of our Lidar system, it can be used to perform long-term gait measurements
in the natural environments of older adults, ultimately leading to a more objective medical
assessment. This can be further underlined with the findings obtained in the laboratory
hallway experiment, where we demonstrated that Lidar sensor measurements lead to high
correlation with temporal gait parameters measured with IMUs (i.e., step time, stride time,
and cadence).

The importance of long-term gait monitorization methods becomes even clearer when
considering the findings of Van Ancum et al. [9], which showed that gait speed measured
in clinical settings does not fully reflect natural gait. Considering the crucial role of gait
parameters in evaluating age-related diseases like Parkinson’s, implementing a Lidar-
based gait monitoring system in residential homes or assisted living environments would
enable monitoring over a substantial part of the day, and thus might better reflect the true
gait speed.

One observed shortcoming of the proposed algorithm is that the calculated spatial gait
parameter (i.e., stride length) performed worse than its temporal counterpart (stride time),
although the linear models demonstrated high coefficients of determination, signifying
that they could explain more than 90% of the variations. This difference in accuracy
might be a direct consequence of the hard-coded peak detector used to identify steps from
the velocity profiles. An alternative explanation for measuring slightly too short stride
lengths could also be attributed to the geometric considerations of Lidar placement at
shin height: as the height of measurement increases, the recorded stride lengths appear
shorter. Although optimizing the algorithm detecting peaks was not the focus of the present
work, the problem could be overcome by using an adaptive peak detector based on dilated
convolutional neural networks [52].

This study only used gait measurements from healthy participants, which potentially
restricts its generalizability, especially considering the significant differences in gait patterns
found in individuals with neurological disorders or in older adults [22]. Hence, subsequent
studies should include people with walking impairments or who belong to an older
demographic with a raised falling risk.

As a next step, multi-person tracking could be included using techniques akin to
Kalman filters [53]. Additionally, Lidar-based gait analysis could be applied to behav-
ioral assessments for common neurological and psychiatric diseases (e.g., depression,
Alzheimer’s, and Parkinson’s disease) as a means of monitoring cognition, daily fluctua-
tions of medication, or night and day rhythm.

5. Conclusions

This study presents a novel Lidar-based method that can be used to measure gait
parameters without a calibration step. We demonstrated that the accuracy of the proposed
method is comparable with clinical reference systems, such as a pressure-sensitive walk-
way. The gait analysis algorithm filters features of interest and simultaneously attenuates
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noise to make the Lidar-based method easily transferable to new settings convenient for
hospital patients and older adults. Finally, these unobtrusive ambient sensors represent a
promising technology with high accuracy in measuring gait parameters outside the hospital
environment, and could be used to conduct longitudinal studies with broad application
in the common geriatric, neurodegenerative, and psychiatric indications for monitoring
fluctuating states, disease progression, or treatment effects.
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Appendix A. Mathematical Morphologies

Mathematical morphology is a filtering technique commonly employed in computer
vision to extract the geometric features of objects contained in digital images [54]. The basic
idea of morphological filtering involves processing a signal, f , using a structural element, g,
a basic shape that resembles the features of interest in f . This filtering relies on two
fundamental operators, dilation (⊕) and erosion (⊖). Mathematically, dilating f by the
structural element g is defined as

( f ⊕ g)(t) = max( f (z − x) + g(x)|x ∈ g, (z − x) ∈ f ). (A1)

Eroding f by g is defined as

( f ⊖ g)(t) = min( f (z + x)− g(x)|x ∈ g, (z + x) ∈ f ). (A2)

The shape and size of the structural element typically depend on the target signal f
and determine the performance of the morphology-based processing. The purpose of the
dilation operation is to expand or smooth peaks in the signal, whereas erosion contracts
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or sharpens troughs. The compound operations, the opening (◦) and the closing (•), are
defined as sequential combinations of the dilation and the erosion operations [54]. More
precisely, applying an erosion followed by a dilation is denoted as the opening operation,

f ◦ g = ( f ⊖ g)⊕ g, (A3)

and applying a dilation followed by an erosion is denoted as the closing operation,

f • g = ( f ⊕ g)⊖ g. (A4)

Appendix B. Rigid Transformations

The following section describes how the rigid transformations that were used to align
the Lidar frame were computed. For two corresponding pairs of 2D points, (p1, q1) and
(p2, q2), we calculated the rigid transformation as a homogeneous transformation matrix.
In terms of homogeneous coordinate systems, every rigid transformation can be described
as qx

qy
0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

q

=

a −b c
b a d
0 0 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

T

px
py
1

.

︸ ︷︷ ︸
p

(A5)

The parameters a and b define the rotation, and c and d define the translation. The re-
lation between these points, p = (px, py) and q = (qx, qy), and the rigid transform matrix,
T, expresses a one-point correspondence, which can be rewritten in the following form:

(
qxi

qyi

)
=

(
pxi −pyi 1 0
pyi pxi 0 1

)
a
b
c
d

. (A6)

To extend this expression to a two-point correspondence, we stacked the (qxi , qyi )
values and also added two rows to the matrix on the right-hand side as follows:

qx1

qy1

qx2

qy2


︸ ︷︷ ︸

y

=


px1 −py1 1 0
py1 px1 0 1
px2 −py2 1 0
py2 px2 0 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

A


a
b
c
d


︸ ︷︷ ︸

x

. (A7)

The rigid transformation, T, is computed by determining the parameters in x by
solving

x = A−1y. (A8)
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